Behavioral evidence for left-hemisphere specialization of motor planning
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Abstract Recent studies suggest that the left hemisphere is dominant for the planning of motor actions. This left-hemisphere specialization hypothesis was proposed in various lines of research, including patient studies, motor imagery studies, and studies involving neurophysiological techniques. However, most of these studies are primarily based on experiments involving right-hand-dominant participants. Here, we present the results of a behavioral study with left-hand-dominant participants, which follows up previous work in right-hand-dominant participants. In our experiment, participants grasped CD casings and replaced them in a different, pre-cued orientation. Task performance was measured by the end-state comfort effect, i.e., the anticipated degree of physical comfort associated with the posture that is planned to be adopted at movement completion. Both left- and right-handed participants showed stronger end-state comfort effects for their right hand compared to their left hand. These results lend behavioral support to the left-hemisphere-dominance motion-planning hypothesis.
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Introduction

On average, 9 out of 10 individuals in the normal population is right-hand-dominant, which means that these individuals have a preference to perform unimanual actions, like reaching for a target or manipulate objects, with their right hand (a.o. Annett 2004; Goble and Brown 2008). This preference to use one hand over the other has been shown to be accompanied by an advantage in motor performance, including increases in the strength, speed and consistency of movements (see Goble and Brown 2008 for a review on upper limb asymmetries in sensorimotor performance). Although it was previously thought that the non-dominant hand was inferior for most aspects of motor control, more recent theories state that each hand is specialized for certain aspects of compound movements. For example, the dominant hand is superior for the precise control of movement trajectories, whereas the non-dominant hand has a specialized role for positional control (Haaland et al. 2004; Sainburg and Schaefer 2004; Serrien et al. 2006; Wang and Sainburg 2007). A question of interest is whether this difference between the dominant and non-dominant hand in motor execution also holds for motor planning. Motor planning can be defined as the formulation of a strategy of action taking into account the future demands associated with the goal of the action (Gentilucci et al. 1997; Johnson-Frey et al. 2004), whereas motor execution is the implementation of this strategy. Our main research question is whether motor planning of dominant hand actions is different from motor planning of non-dominant hand actions and whether this dominance is similar for both left- and right-hand-dominant participants.

Recently, we conducted a behavioral experiment on motor planning in right-handed individuals via the examination of the end-state comfort effect (Janssen et al. 2009).
This is the phenomenon that people generally strive to end their movements or object manipulations in a comfortable posture, even when this necessitates them to grasp the object at first with an awkward posture (Rosenbaum et al. 1992, 1996; Weigelt et al. 2006). By analyzing how participants grasped an object, we deduced whether the movement was planned in advance. We showed that the end-state comfort effect was more often present for the participants’ right hand than for their left hand, suggesting that motor planning is a specialized function of the left hemisphere (Janssen et al. 2009).

The hypothesis that the left hemisphere plays a dominant role not only in the execution (in right-handers) but also in the planning of skilled movements has been repeatedly confirmed (e.g., Frey 2008; Haaland et al. 2000; Kim et al. 1993; Leiguarda and Marsden 2000). First, limb apraxia, an impairment in the representation of limb movements or their selection or retrieval, is strongly associated with left-hemisphere damage (Haaland et al. 2000; Leiguarda and Marsden 2000; Lunardelli et al. 2008; Liepmann 1920; Rothi and Heilman 1997). Second, converging evidence in participants with (congenital) left-hemisphere damage shows that these participants have difficulties to anticipate their grip to the upcoming goal in an object manipulation task, which is a clear indication that they have impaired motor planning (Crajé et al. 2009; Mutsaarts et al. 2007; see also Hermensdorfer et al. 1999). A third line of evidence originates from motor imagery research. Motor imagery may be regarded as a prerequisite for motor planning: Individuals who are unable to imagine movements of their own body (parts) have been shown to have difficulties with anticipating the consequences of their actions (Johnson et al. 2001; Mutsaarts et al. 2007; Steenbergen et al. 2007). Left-brain-damaged patients showed impairments to use motor imagery in contrast to right-brain-damaged patients, who did not show these impairments or to a much lesser extent (Daprati et al. 2010; Mutsaarts et al. 2007; Sabate et al. 2004). In addition, studies in healthy participants involving various neurophysiological techniques showed increased activity in left premotor, supplementary motor and parietal cortices, or enhanced excitability of the left primary motor cortex during motor imagery (Bonda et al. 1995; Fadiga et al. 1999; Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al. 2003; Stinear et al. 2006, 2007; Yahagi and Kasai 1999). Fourth, the preparation of overt movements was more interfered by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over the left premotor area compared to TMS over the right premotor area (Schluter et al. 1998), and brain activation patterns were more pronounced in the left sensorimotor area compared to the right one during movement preparation (Urbano et al. 1998).

The studies discussed above clearly point to left-hemisphere dominance for motor planning of skilled actions. However, an important limitation of the evidence thus far is that the participants of the experiments were all right-hand-dominant. It may therefore well be hypothesized that the results found were due to experience, or simply hand dominance, and less to a left-hemisphere specialization. To test this hypothesis, it is interesting to examine whether this left-hemisphere dominance for motor planning is also present in left-handed individuals when using their dominant left hand. If such a result is found, it would make a strong case for a generic left-hemisphere motion-planning specialization, irrespective of hand dominance. Only a few studies have focused on this topic.

Frey et al. (2005) tested tool-use skills in two split-brain patients, of which one was right-hand-dominant and the other left-hand-dominant. Both patients performed all task conditions best with their right hand. When visual stimuli were presented to either their left or right visual field (corresponding to the right or left hemisphere, respectively), both patients performed better with their right hand when the stimulus was presented to the left hemisphere versus their left hand when the stimulus was presented to the right hemisphere. Thus, even though the left-handed patient acted normally upon the tools with her left hand (that is controlled by the right hemisphere), her performance in this task was best with her right hand (controlled by the left hemisphere). From this study, it may be concluded that the representation of skilled actions is a left-hemisphere function that is independent of handedness. Although the results are straightforward, they are based on the data of only one left-hand-dominant participant. Adding to these findings are the results of an fMRI experiment in strongly left-handed participants (Frey 2008). This study revealed that pantomiming tool use resulted in largely the same brain activations as in right-handed participants, i.e., an increase in activity within the same left-lateralized regions. The results from a TMS experiment in which participants had to imagine tapping movements with their fingers, however, were less straightforward (Yahagi and Kasai 1999). Although right-handed participants showed MEP facilitation that was larger when they imagined moving their right hand compared to their left hand, left-handed participants showed MEP facilitations that were similar when imagining either left- or right-hand movements. The latter finding suggests that the processes involved in motor imagery and therefore likely also in motor planning may be less lateralized in left-handers but not necessarily dominant in either hemisphere. This idea is supported by a recent study on grasping behavior of left-handers in a natural setting (Gonzalez et al. 2007). The researchers have observed that left-handed participants use their non-dominant hand in half of the precision grasps, whereas the right-handed participants use their non-dominant hand in less than a quarter of all precision grasps, indicating that the selection of which hand to use is less lateralized in left-handers.
To sum up, overall, there are only a few studies that focused on motor planning in left-hand-dominant participants. These studies suggest that the organization of motor control in these participants is not a mirror image of that in right-handers. Still, it is debatable whether the left hemisphere is dominant in the motor planning of left-handers, as previous studies report no asymmetry in either the facilitation of motor-evoked potentials in the actual usage of both hands in left-handers. In the following, we will present a study in which motor planning was examined in left-handed participants to test the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis. To that aim, we replicated a study that was performed previously in right-handed participants (Janssen et al. 2009), but now in left-handers.

**Experiment**

The goal of this experiment was to test the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis for motor planning in left-hand-dominant participants. We tested this by having these participants performing a CD-placement task. The task performance was measured using the end-state comfort effect, which reflects a major component of motor planning, i.e., whether the grip posture used is adapted to the final goal (Rosenbaum et al. 1992, 1996; Weigelt et al. 2006). If the left hemisphere is indeed specialized for motor planning of either hand, we expect a right-hand advantage for end-state comfort. Conversely, a dominant (left) hand advantage for end-state comfort would reject the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis and rather suggests a hand dominance effect on end-state comfort.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Ten left-hand-dominant participants (mean age = 21.1 years/months, SD = 1.10 years/months, 1 male) were included in the present study. Handedness was confirmed by a score of ≤-55 on the ten-item version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971), with a mean score of -79 (SD = 11). Participants received either course credits or 10 Euros for their participation, and they were naïve with regard to the purpose of the study. The experiments were conducted to conform the standards of the declaration of Helsinki and in accordance with local ethical guidelines.

**Experimental setup**

The experimental setup consisted of a large CD rack consisting of four boxes (15 × 15 cm) in which the CD casings (CDs in what follows) could be placed either horizontally or vertically (Fig. 1). The two upper boxes had green LEDs on the upper and right sides, which indicated the required end orientation of the CDs. In addition, and as a further cue, the borders of the upper boxes were covered with strips of green (on the upper and right sides) and black (on the lower and left sides) paper. The CDs also had a green and a black side, which enabled us to request for a CD rotation of either 0° or 180° (and 90° or -90°), by the instruction that the CD had to be placed with the green side facing the green LED.

**Task**

Participants were seated right in front of a table with the CD rack on it. Each trial started with the participant’s hands on the table. The participant always had to pick up two CDs simultaneously from the lower boxes and place them in the upper boxes, with their green sides facing the green LEDs. Thus, when the LED on the upper side lighted, the CD had to be placed horizontally with the green side up, and when the LED on the right site lighted, the CD had to be placed vertically with the green side to the right. Participants were free to select the grips with which they grasped the CDs.

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. CDs have one green side (hatched) and one black side and are located in the lower boxes. The small circles on the top and right side of the upper boxes represent the LEDs. The upper boxes are covered with strips of green (hatched) and black paper. This figure is adapted from Janssen et al. (2009)
Experimental design

The experiment consisted of 24 conditions in which we systematically manipulated the end orientation (horizontal or vertical) and the required rotation (−90°, 0°, 90° or 180°) of the CD for each hand (left or right). This resulted also in both horizontal and vertical start orientations. Theoretically, participants could also make a rotation of 270° in the opposite direction when a rotation of 90° was required, but our previous study showed that this hardly occurred (<2% of trials). Conditions were such that one CD always had to be rotated 180° to place it horizontally or vertically. The required rotation for the other CD was 0°, 90° pronation or 90° supination. These manipulations resulted in 2 possibilities for the 180° rotating arm (2 orientations: horizontal or vertical) and 6 possibilities for the other arm (3 rotations × 2 orientations). As the rotations could be performed with either hand, this resulted in a total of 2 × 2 × 6 = 24 conditions. Participants performed 120 trials that were administered in five blocks of the 24 conditions in a randomized order. Trials within a block were repeated at the end of that block in case the participant ended the movement in the wrong orientation. Before the start of the experimental trials, participants performed 12 practice trials to check whether the task was understood correctly and to familiarize themselves with the task.

Comfort ratings

To determine comfort of the postures, we asked participants to give a rating reflecting comfort to all biomechanically possible postures that could be used to end the CD placement (see Janssen et al. 2009 for a detailed description of the methods). The participant was asked to adopt each of the five end postures for each hand (i.e., horizontal overhand, horizontal underhand, vertical with thumb up, vertical pronated with thumb down and vertical supinated with thumb down, see Table 1) and to give a rating between 1 and 5 reflecting comfort of the posture, with 1 being very uncomfortable and 5 being very comfortable. Comfort was assessed twice, once before and once after the experiment.

Data analysis

The comfort ratings were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA including two within-subject factors: Hand (2 levels: left or right) and Posture (5 levels: horizontal overhand, horizontal underhand, vertical with thumb up, vertical pronated with thumb down and vertical supinated with thumb down). Post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted for the different levels of Posture.

For each experimental trial, we registered the rotation of the hand (pronation or supination) and the side of the thumb on the CD (on the green or on the black side) while grasping the CD. For this purpose, experimental trials were videotaped. Based on these registrations and on the results of the comfort scores, we categorized the adopted end postures to be either horizontal or vertical and either comfortable or uncomfortable, and the rotation to be 0°, 90° or 180°. We investigated which factors had influenced the proportion of comfortable end postures by performing a repeated-measures ANOVA including three within-subject factors: Hand (left or right), Posture (horizontal overhand, horizontal underhand, vertical with thumb up, vertical pronated with thumb down and vertical supinated with thumb down), and Rotation (0°, 90°, or 180°).

Table 1 Mean comfort ratings (and standard deviation) for the end postures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posturea</th>
<th>Left-handers</th>
<th>Right-handers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal overhand</td>
<td>4.8 (0.3)</td>
<td>4.8 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal underhand</td>
<td>3.5 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.4 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical with thumb up</td>
<td>4.8 (0.4)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical pronated with thumb down</td>
<td>2.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical supinated with thumb down</td>
<td>1.2 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers for right-handers are adapted from Janssen et al. (2009)

Postures are depicted for the left hand and display the following postures, respectively: horizontal overhand, horizontal underhand, vertical with thumb up, vertical pronated with thumb down and vertical supinated with thumb down. Postures with bold borders were defined as comfortable.
Results

The comfort ratings for the different end postures for each hand are shown in Table 1. The ANOVA on the comfort scores revealed no significant effect for the factor Hand ($F(1, 9) = 1.12, P = 0.32$) and a large effect for Posture ($F(1, 9) = 132.94, P < 0.001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed that for the horizontal postures, the overhand grip was rated more comfortable than the underhand grip ($t(9) = 7.01, P < 0.001$). For the vertical start orientations, a grip type with the thumb pointing up was rated more comfortable than both a pronated grip with the thumb pointing down ($t(9) = 8.31, P < 0.001$) and a supinated grip with the thumb pointing down ($t(9) = 17.29, P < 0.001$). Therefore, similar to our previous study (Janssen et al. 2009), we defined a horizontal overhand posture and a vertical posture with the thumb up as comfortable, whereas a horizontal underhand posture and a vertical posture with the thumb down were defined as uncomfortable.

For the experimental trials, the proportion of comfortable end postures is displayed in Fig. 2, for the hand used and the orientation of the CD separately. The ANOVA revealed significant main effects for Hand ($F(1, 9) = 11.46, P < 0.01$), Orientation ($F(1, 9) = 73.46, P < 0.001$) and Rotation ($F(2, 18) = 18.21, P < 0.001$), as well as an interaction effect for Hand * Orientation ($F(1, 9) = 13.89, P < 0.01$). Overall, the proportion of comfortable end postures was larger for the right compared to left hand, for the vertical compared to horizontal orientation and for small compared to large rotation angles. All other possible two- and three-way interactions were non-significant. First, in line with the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis, we found that the left-handed participants ended more often comfortable with their right (non-dominant) hand, compared to their left (dominant) hand. This indicates that advance motor planning does not simply correlate with hand dominance or experience. Second, the end-state comfort effect was stronger when ending vertical compared to horizontal. The horizontal underhand posture, which we a priori denoted as uncomfortable, may not have been that uncomfortable compared to the vertical uncomfortable postures with the thumb down. This was indeed confirmed by a higher comfort rating for the horizontal ‘uncomfortable’ posture (mean rating of 3.45), compared to the vertical uncomfortable postures (mean ratings of 2.65 and 1.10). This might be explained in terms of larger differences in the precise control between the two vertical conditions versus the two horizontal conditions. These higher precision requirements in the vertical conditions might have caused the larger end-state comfort effect, which is previously described as the precision hypothesis (Short and Cauraugh 1999). Third, the proportion of comfortable endings decreased with an increase in rotation angle. This was expected as conditions involving small rotation angles did not require anticipatory motor planning (a comfortable posture at the start is also a comfortable posture at the end when the rotation angle is 0°).

The interaction effect for Hand * Orientation suggests that the difference between the left and right hand was not evenly distributed among the horizontal and vertical endings. Post hoc analyses revealed that the proportion of comfortable endings was significantly different between the left and right hand only for the horizontal end postures ($t(9) = 3.47, P < 0.01$) and not for the vertical end postures ($t(9) = 0.63, P = 0.55$).

Thus, first and foremost, the main effect of Hand clearly shows that the right hand performs better on anticipatory motor planning than the left hand and that this effect is primarily due to the horizontal end postures and not the vertical end postures.

Fig. 2 Mean end-state comfort for both handedness groups. The bars and the numbers in them depict the percentages of trials in which participants ended their movements comfortably, separated for the left and right hands and for horizontal endings (filled bars) and vertical endings (hatched bars). The error bars display two standard errors. The data for right-handers (right graph) are adapted from Janssen et al. (2009)
Comparison with right-handers

The results from the present study can be compared to the results from our previous study (Janssen et al. 2009), as the experimental setup and procedure were the same. In that experiment, we measured ten right-handed participants (mean age = 20.6 years/months, SD = 1.9 years/months, 2 males), all had scores of ≥60 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory with a mean score of 80 (SD = 14). We repeated the analysis, including the data from the right-handers and adding the between-subjects factor Handedness (2 levels: left-handed or right-handed). Again, significant main effects were found for Hand (F(1, 18) = 33.78, P < 0.001), Orientation (F(1, 18) = 32.93, P < 0.001) and Rotation (F(2, 36) = 25.00, P < 0.001), as well as an interaction effect for Hand * Orientation (F(1, 18) = 12.68, P < 0.01). In addition, all other possible two-, three- and four-way interactions were non-significant. Most importantly, we did not find a significant effect for Handedness (F(1, 18) = 3.135, P = 0.09) or an interaction effect for Hand * Handedness (F(1, 18) = 1.59, P = 0.22), indicating that the results were similar for both handedness groups (Fig. 2). To further investigate the (lack of a) relation between handedness and the end-state comfort effect, we performed a correlation analysis between the degree of handedness as defined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory and the proportion of comfortable end postures (see also Dassonville et al. 1997). The correlation was not significant for the proportion of comfortable end postures of either the left hand (r = 0.20, P = 0.41), the right hand (r = 0.38, P = 0.11), or the difference between the left and right hand (r = 0.24, P = 0.32). This further emphasizes the similarity between both handedness groups, which strengthens the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis for motor planning over the hand dominance hypothesis.

One final note should be made that further supports the left-hemisphere specialization for motor planning over the alternative dominant hand experience hypothesis. It is well known that right-handers are generally less experienced with their non-dominant hand compared to left-handers with their non-dominant hand (Gonzalez et al. 2007). However, we found equal performance in the left hands of both handedness groups. This finding goes against the alternative explanation that motor planning is associated with dominant hand experience.

Discussion

In this paper, we outlined the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis for motor planning and its support from various lines of research mainly involving right-handed participants. A few studies also focused on left-handed individuals, and although some studies do point to clear left-hemisphere dominance for motor planning in left-handers as well, the evidence is less conclusive than in right-handers. Therefore, we performed an experiment to add behavioral evidence by testing the performance of left-handed individuals on a motor planning task. These participants showed a stronger end-state comfort effect for their right hand (predominantly controlled by the left hemisphere) compared to their left hand, implying left-hemisphere dominance for motor planning also in left-handers.

An alternative explanation for this finding is that motor planning in left-handers relies more on ipsilateral control from their right motor-dominant hemisphere to plan movements of their right hand. For right-handed participants, it has been shown that the ipsilateral (right) hemisphere can play a role in the planning of right-hand reaching movements (Busan et al. 2009). However, the majority of literature report strong representations of right-hand movements in the contralateral (left) hemisphere (e.g., Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al. 2003; Kim et al. 1993; Johnson-Frey et al. 2005). Furthermore, Frey (2008) has reported that left-handers show the same brain activation pattern, i.e., a distributed network of areas in the left hemisphere, as right-handers when planning and performing tool-use pantomimes. This renders it unlikely that the right hemisphere in left-handers is dominant for the planning of right-hand movements.

Another alternative explanation for the finding that left-handers perform better on our motor planning task with their right hand compared to their left hand is that we live in a ‘right-handed world’ (Gonzalez et al. 2007). As most people are right-handed, many tools and arrangements are adjusted to right-handers, like scissors, a computer mouse on the right side of a keyboard, etc. It could be that our left-handed participants are so well adapted to these situations that they have become experienced with their right hand. However, from the handedness inventory, we can conclude that they mostly use their left hand for a variety of (daily) tasks. In fact, all left-handed participants answered that they always, or most often, used their left hand when opening a lid from a box, which is in our view the item that most resembled picking up a CD.

A third alternative explanation for the right-hand advantage in our experiment postulates that the left hemisphere is not necessarily dominant for the planning but rather for the execution of precision grasps and that this is taken into account when planning these movements. The study on precision grasping by Gonzalez et al. (2006) might support this by showing that left-handers more often use their non-dominant hand than do right-handers in a precision grasping task. However, the left-handed participants in our study were classified as being left-handed.
because they indicated that they use their left hand for the various tasks of the handedness inventory, which consists mainly of tasks with high precision requirements. If they prefer to use their left hand in most of these precision demanding tasks, then a left-hemisphere advantage in the execution of precision grasps seems unlikely.

The left-hand dominance for motor execution in left-handers may be the cause that some behavioral studies report equal results for both hands in left-handers and asymmetric results for both hands in right-handers when motor tasks are considered (e.g., Gonzalez et al. 2007). In those experiments, the planning of movements as controlled by the left hemisphere and the execution as controlled by the right hemisphere may contribute to an equal performance for both hands. In right-handed participants, however, the left hemisphere is dominant for both the planning and execution of movements, which leads to a better performance for the right hand compared to the left hand. In our experiment, we measured the performance on motor planning, not execution. Nevertheless, if the dominance on motor execution in the right hemisphere had interfered with our measurements by improving the performance of the left hand, the effect that we found would be even an underestimation.

In the present study, we showed asymmetries in task performance at a behavioral level. Specifically, we showed an advantage in end-state comfort effect for the right hand also in left-handers, which strengthens the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis for motor planning. In addition, we showed a larger end-state comfort effect for the vertical condition than for the horizontal condition. Although at present we do not have a conclusive explanation for this finding, it is possible that the precision requirement was larger when end-state comfort was not met for the vertical condition than when end-state comfort was not met for the horizontal condition.
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